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1. BRAND EQUITY
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1.1 Story
1.2 Product Beliefs



OUR TALE
nCamp started with a question – could you 
reduce the bulk of a wood burning camping 
stove, while creating a better experience? 

nCamp designs, manufactures and markets 
outdoor gear. Founded by Dan Cuffaro, an 
industrial designer and college professor, and 
John Cunningham, a product development 
executive, a duo with a passion for innovation 
and being outside.

Ever since we asked the original question, we've 
tried to apply the same principals to new 
products; our mission is to reduce bulk and 
elevate your outdoor experience.

pack small / adventure BIG

Photo by Chad Madden on Unsplash 1.1 STORY



Our products are inspired by our desire 
to make outdoor adventures better by  
emphasizing the experience.

Our products strive for three key 
characteristics:

• Compactness – a tight package that 
stores easily (ie, the Stove is fully 
collapsible and the Prep Surface 
nests with it).

• Elevated Experience – avoid
‘roughing it’ by making things easier 
and better (ie, the Stove has a stable 
base and place to set utensils and 
the Prep Surface is literally elevated).

• Distinctive Design - the products are 
functional and cool (ie, the Stove 
has a hexagonal pattern that adds 
strength and visual impact, while the 
Prep Surface uses visually 
contrasting, but functionally 
appropriate materials).

Photo by Harrison Pappas1.2 PRODUCT BELIEFS



2. LOGOTYPE
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2.1 ANATOMY

Icon

Logotype

Logo
The primary logo is the combination of the icon 
and logotye. Togther they tell the story of who the 
brand is in a visual and written sense. 

The icon is never to appear without the logotype. 
Though the logotype is allowed to appear without 
the icon.

Icon
The icon provides a interpretation of where the 
brand is used. It represents the middlegorund 
between hardcore camping, and comfertable 
family friendly camping.

Logotype
The logotype is a play on words from the verb 
encamp, meaning to settle in or establish a camp. 
It is displayed with the icon to further understand 
the brand.



2.1

Primary:
Icon and Logotype

Secondary:
Logotype only

Inverse

Logotype



Full Color Black and White 

Logotype

2.1



Logotype

2.2 SCALE

100% 60%80% 40% 20%



Logotype

2.3 SAFETY SPACE



nCamp

2.4 INCORRECT USE

Logotype

Do not apply any 
excessive effects 
to give the illusion 
of skeuomorphic 
design. 

NO
Inner Shadow
Outer Glow
Bevel and Emboss

YES
Subtle Drop Shadow (i.e. 
Social Media Icon page)

Do not rotate or 
warp the logotype. 
Please make sure 
it displays correctly 
on a website when 
importing content.

Do not change the 
logo typeface. Only 
use the Century 
Gothic font family.

Do not overlap type 
over the icon or 
move the logotype 
from below the icon. 
Do not apply outer 
stroke to logotype.

Do not use icon 
without logotype. 
Also, do not change 
the color to anything 
besides black, white, 
Pantone 445 C and 
Pantone 166 C.

Do not implement a 
stroke to the icon as 
a substitution to the 
full color logo.



2.5 TYPOGRAPHY

CENTURY GOTHIC
Regular
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii 
Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr 
Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
Bold
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii 
Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr 
Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

Usage
The primary typeface for the nCamp brand 
is Century Gothic. Bold is typically used for 
headlines and subheads while Regular is 
typically used for body text and cutlines.

Other typefaces used must be approved 
by Dan Cuffaro before publicly posted or 
published.

Social Media may only use in-app offered 
typefaces for links and hashtags.

Logotype



2.6 COLOR PALETTE

Logotype

PANTONE
3385 C

PANTONE
White

RGB 71 215 172
HEX 47D7AC 
CMYK 43 0 28 0

RGB 255 255 255
HEX ffffff
CMYK 0 0 0 0 

PANTONE
445 C

RGB 80 87 89 
HEX 505759
CMYK 52 23 30 74

PANTONE
5395 C

RGB 8 31 44
HEX 081F2C
CMYK 100 71 39 90

PANTONE
166 C

RGB 227 82 5 
HEX E35205
CMYK 0 76 100 0



Size/Weight/Mobility

Experience

Promotion

compact, portable, less bulk, anywhere

better, elevated, real, stable, easier

Spring Sale, Save 20%, until..., discover...,
the gift of nCamp, celebrate with nCamp

small, lightest, mini, tiny, midget

glamping, simple, all-in-one

SALE!, thru..., get it now, act now

IDEA/FEATURE USE AVOID

2.7 REINFORCE TERMINOLOGY

Logotype



3. DIGITAL USE
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3.1 New Frontier 
3.2 Social Media 
3.3 Approach



3.1 NEW FRONTIER OF ADVERTISING

Social Media is the newest, form of social 
interaction people associate with daily. 
It is also a completely new place for 
advertising to appear. So how do you 
make your ad’s stand out from the rest?

When designing an advertisement for 
Facebook or Twitter you need to think 
differently than for Instagram or Snapchat. 
Facebook and Twitter are more market 
focused while Instagram and Snapchat 
are follower focused. What I mean is 
that it’s easier to have market sales and 
traditional advertisements on Facebook. 
While its easier to gain a reputation 
through followers looking at and liking 
photos on Instagram and Snapchat. 

Digital Use



3.2 SOCIAL MEDIA

Using the safety zones specified, the logo 
will appear as the profile photo for any and 
all social media for the nCamp brand.

The logo will appear on white in full color or 
inverted in white on Pantone 116 C

Digital Use



The goal of social media is to promote the brand 
image, reinforce key product attributes and alert 
customers to purchase opportunities.

Our Social Media should:

• Be image-driven - place an emphasis on 
beautiful images of the product, the product 
in context or the product in use.

• Include image messages that are 
parsimonious and clever - use less words to 
avoid detracting from the image and to 
emotionally connect.

• Use post copy that reinforces the unique 
selling proposition - in the context of the 
image and message, explain what matters.

• Avoid referring to nCamp as a new 
brand - create an image that we are 
established, but newly discovered.

No. Yes.

nCamp Gear   2h

@ncamp_gear

meet nCamp Cafe

3.3 SOCIAL MEDIA APPROACH



nCamp Gear   6h nCamp Gear   6h

The nCamp mission 
is to make camping 
more enjoyable 
by developing 
products that are 
easy to use, durable 
and affordable.

Enjoy natures best

Send message

No. Long & detracts from image Yes. Short & image-driven

Send message

products that are easy, 
durable and accessible.
@ncamp_gear

@ncamp_gear

3.3

Example: No & Yes.

Keep it to the point

Words compliment image

On images keep a monochromatic 
palette for the logo and type

When applicable, use metric conversions



nested simplicity

Prep Surface

nCamp Stove

Insert 4 triangular 
nesting details  
between the stove 
frame and top cover.
9in, 6.5in, 1.75in
22.85cm, 16.5 cm, 4.45 cm

No. Yes.

3.3

Example: Composition

Say the most with the least

Use a grid when designing

Justify type & logos

Maintain a perimeter keep-out




